
A: Can you see?  

The world is not complete. 

We built it.  

We filled it.  

We did it ourselves. 

 

E: But it is not complete.  

 

A: The balance depends on a shift.  

 

E: Depends on-- 

 

A: A shift in the balance of life. 

 

E:Why? 

 

A:Why? 

That’s what it says. 

 

E: It does. 

 

A:He walks under blocks of concrete and hard steel. 

Where the others live. 

 

E:But they cannot see him.  

 

A: He makes the air vibrate. 

She roams around her body breathing with her skin. 

That’s how she breathes. 

With her skin. 

One on top of the other 

To give us life. 

To break the cycle. 

So we can go on. 

So we can continue. 

So we will never start again. 

 

E:Where? 

 

A: At the top. 

The highest peak. 

Where they can be seen by everyone. 

 

E:Why? 

 

A:Why? 

That’s what it says here. 

They climb the staircase to reach the ground above the world. 

To be at their most public 

 



E: Their most intimate  

 

A:To be seen by everyone. 

 

A+E: She is movement 

He is sound. 

 

A:They both climb. 

They sweat. 

And they ascend. 

To the top of the world. 

To reach it. 

To claim it. 

 

E:There is no path to follow. 

 

A:We can make one. 

For them. 

They need a path. 

A way to climb. 

We’ll make one. 

 

E: A staircase? 

 

A: A staircase. 

It reaches all the way to the top. 

The one straight line up above. 

 

Her black hair sticks on her forehead, but still she climbs. 

 

E: Still she walks. 

 

A: His transparent skin is reflected all around. 

 

E: They need to balance now. Remember? 

 

A: Balance is very important now. 

One foot in front of the other. 

Like walking. 

A bit like walking. 

A straight line up high above. 

They have to walk it. 

They will. 

They are. 

 

E: They are walking. 

 

A: The space between them lessens. 

Rumbling 



And explosive sounds. 

 

E: The end of the world. 

 

A: No 

It’s the beginning. 

 

E: Is it? 

 

A: A shift. 

Yes. 

A shift in the balance of life. 

They can now see each other. They are only a few steps away. 

 

A+E: They are aware. 

 

A: And we are all watching. 

Not a sigh in the world. 

Silence. 

All eyes fixed upwards 

At the peak. 

There is no space between them. 

 

E: The diminished it. 

 

A: Every inch of it. 

Gone. 

No space. 

Nothing between them anymore. 

 

E: There is no space anymore. 

 

A; So we all leave. 

 

E: Where do we go? 

 

A: Outside? 

Elsewhere. 

We begin living for ourselves. 

We can set new rules. 

 

E: New shapes. 

 

A: New foundations. 

New states and experiences. 

Feelings we have never dreamt of. 

 

E: They meet so we will never start again. 

 



A: From the highest peak 

The top of the world they dive together back into existence 

 

E: To signify 

 

A: To be submerged and breathe again the air that we created. 

 

 

 

 


